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Task Analysis 

 
First, create a document and make a comprehensive listing of your current work tasks, divided into 
administrative, educational, and supportive supervisory activities.  Click here to see a list of some examples. 
Next to each task, write down the time you estimate you spend on that task in one week.  NOTE:  This 
activity can examine tasks as detailed as you would like – feel free to add specific processes, forms, reports, 
etc. to the lists.  

 
Second,  go back through the three lists and highlight each task according to this criteria: 

 
  Critical to your agency’s mission   Red 
  Federal, state or local mandate   Bold font 
  Important; but not mission-critical or mandated Yellow highlight 
  Lower importance -- but “nice to do”  Underline 

 
 

Red and Bold font tasks represent Priority One tasks.  These tasks are mission-critical (including best practice) 
and/or mandated (federal, state or local policies and procedures, related to required outcomes) and must always 
be completed. 

   
Items that are highlighted in yellow or underlined represent Priority Two tasks. These tasks are important, 
but are not mission-critical or mandated. These should be completed only as time permits or delegated.  
 
Third, consider the following: 

 
a. Which list had the most tasks in red, and bolded? If your list follows the norm, more mission-critical 

and mandated tasks (red and bolded) are administrative.   How do the percentages of your time 
compare to Kadushin’s recommendations? 
 

b. Depending upon your personal style and comfort level with the three types of supervision, most 
supervisors excel at one or two types and may naturally tend to de-emphasize their responsibilities in 
another.  Which areas are you strongest in? Which areas do you prefer?  Which do you think you can 
strengthen? 
 

c. The tasks and activities on your lists represent the hard work of day-to-day supervision.  Balancing 
the time you spend in each area of supervision is a dilemma faced by many public children services 
supervisors. Supervisors spend far more time on administrative supervision than they do on 
supportive and educational functions. This can compromise quality of the casework being done in 
their unit.   
• Caseworkers want and need supervisory support and recognition. Caseworkers who feel isolated 

and unsupported are more likely to experience job dissatisfaction and burnout.  
• Educational supervisory functions are vital in helping caseworkers learn skills on the job. 

Training provides caseworkers with information and understanding but it does not ensure skill 
mastery.  

 
d. To work smarter, supervisors needs to maintain mission-critical/mandated administrative activities, 

cut the rest and spend more time on the most mission-critical educational and supportive supervision 
activities – and complete all in the most efficient way possible.   
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Working smarter requires the supervisor stop doing non-mission-critical/mandated activities 
whenever possible. It means applying additional resources to the mission-critical and mandated tasks 
and activities, in the most efficient way possible, in all three supervisory areas.  

 
Fourth, review all of the tasks on your list and ask yourself the following questions about each Priority One 
(red and/or bolded) task: 
 
Question #1:   Am I completing these activities in the most efficient way possible?   

 

If “yes”, go to Question #2. 

 

If “no”, consider how to complete these most important activities in the most efficient way 

possible. Some tips: Streamline paper/computer forms, and identify and reduce redundancy where 

possible.   

 

Question #2:  Can I complete all these mission-critical, state and/or federally mandated activities, if doing it in 

the most efficient way possible? 

 

If “yes”, congratulations!   Now work on streamlining the secondary activities 

 

If “no" The activities are probably responsible for putting you on overload!    

Realistically, supervisors may have to plan to complete the top priority activities, and 

consider delegating some lower priorities activities after eliminating some tasks and making 

others more efficient. Any inefficient Priority One activities must be identified and modified 

to improve efficiency.    

 

 

Finally, ask yourself the following questions about each of your Priority Two (highlighted in yellow or 

underlined) tasks: 

 

Question #1:  What is the worst that would happen if you never did the task again, if it is not mission-critical 

or mandated?   

 

If there are serious consequences, go on to question #2. 

 

If there are no serious consequences, stop doing the task. 

 

Question #2: Am I completing this task in the most efficient way possible? 

 

If “yes”, good for you!  

If “no”, consider how you might make the task more efficient.  If you cannot find a way to 

make the task more efficient, stop doing it or delegate it. 

 

Now that you have prioritized your activities, you must remember to not take on additional tasks without first 

considering the priority and efficiency of the activity!   

 


